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DIM-DOM
Diffusion arises through the continual move ;
meat of molecules Even in solids diffusion can
occur If a block of gold and a block of silver
an. welded together after some time particles of
p,old are found in the silver and nee versa
Dimensions in common speech are the magnitudes
of length, breadtfc and thickness giving the
pize of an object thus a hne has only one
dimension length a plane surface two
length and breadth and a solid three length
breidth and thickness In mathematics
hypothetical objects with any number of
dimensions are considered In physics and
mechanics dimensions art numbers which
relate the units in which any quantity is
measured to the so called fundamental units
The latter are usually but not necessarily those
of length mass and time Dimensional
analysis is an important technique of scientific
reasoning
Dimorphism the quality of assuming two distinct
forms For instance carbon which is graphite
in one form is the diamond in another
Dinosaur the name given to a group of extinct
reptiles of the Mesozoic period some of which
were of immense size—much larter than croco
diles See Diplodocus
Diorito  an igneous rock of crystalline structure
composed of felspar and hornblende    It used
to be classed as greenstone
Dip Needle    Instrument for measuring the dw or
inclination of the earth s magnetic field.
Diplodocns, one of the best known of the extinct
mammoth dinosaurs Fossil remains have been
discovered m the Jurassic rocks of the United
States. Some reached a length of over 80 ft
Dipnoi or Lung Fishes .These have the air
bladder adapted to function as a lung pnd
they can remain alive when the stream or marsh
m which they live dries up Species of lung
fish occur in Australia Africa and S America
Drptera an order of insects Their main charac
tenstic is that they are two winged and the
common house fly is the best known example
There are at least 50 000 species of these insects,
including gnats blow flies mosquitoes tsetses
Diptych was a folding two leaved tablet of wood
ivory or metal with polished inner surfaces
utilised for writing with the style by the ancient
Greeks and Romans The same term was
applied to the tablets on which the names of the
persons to be commemorated were inscribed in
the early Church. In art any pair of pictures
hinged together is styled a diptych
Discus a circular piece of metal or stone about
12 in. in diameter used in athletic contests
by the ancient Greeks and Romans. Throwing
the disens was a very favourite game which was
deemed worthy of celebration in Myron s
famous Discobolus ic 460 b o-450 b.c ) the best
copy of -which is in Some
Disk, an astronomical term denoting the seem
ingly flat surface of celestial bodies as seen by
the eye
Distillation a process used to separate liquids of
different boiling points This is effected by
placing the mixture in a distillation apparatus
and heating The liquid with the lower
boiling point distils over first the vapour
being condensed and collected forming the
first fraction With continued heating the
second liquid reaches its boiling point distils
over and the mixture is said to be fractionated
Mixtures of liquids with close very high boiling
.points require more elaborate apparatus.
Fractional distillation is a common process in
the chemical industry particularly m the
refining of petroleum
DNA (Deoxyribonucteic add) a polymer molecule
in the form of a double strand helix containing
many thousands of sub-unite Contains the
genetic information coded in sequences of sub
units called bases The Nobel Prize for
medicine was awarded in 1962 for the discovery
of the structure of DKA that for 1968 for
interpreting the genetic code and its function in
protein synthesis See Nucleic Adds, also L128
Docks are enclosed water spaces where amps rest
while being loaded or unloaded repaired, or
waiting for cargo There are three main types
the wet dock in which water ib maintained at
the level of high tide so that vessels remain
afloat "white loading and. unloading the tidal
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dock with open entrance to permit free ebb and
flow of tide (e ff Glasgow Southampton (which
has double tides)) and the dry dock or graving
dock for overhauling and repairing ve&sele so
constructed that after a ship has been docked
the water can be drawn off (c a Southampton
Tilbury) Ihe floating dock is a type of drj
dock The Port of London ^uthontv operates
four main groups of docks With the closing
of some of the older up river docks down river
docks notably at .Tilbury have being extensiv
ely developed.
Dodo an extinct bird giant and flightless which
lived on the island of Mauritius up until 250
years ago Another species the white dodo
lived on Reunion. Some reached exceptional
sizes By the end of the 17th cent Mauritius
Rodriguez and Reunion had all been colonised
and the dodo along with many other birds
vanished forever because of their inability to
stand up to man and the animals imported into
the islands
Dog-days, a period of 40 days (3 Jnly-ll Aug)
when Sinus rises and sets with the sun The
ancient superstition which can be traced back
in Greek literature to Hesiod (8th cent b c)
was that this star exercised direct influence over
the canine race
Doge the chief magistrate m the former republics
of \emee (897-1797) and Genoa (1336-1797
1802-5)
Dogfish, a large family of small sharks seldom
more than 3 ft m length    The flesh is sold as
rock salmon     The etgs are contained in horny
cases called  mermaids purses     The common
est of the British dogfishes ire the spur dogs
Doldrums, a nautical term applied to those areas
of the Atlantic and Pacific towards which the
trade winds blow and where the weather is calm
hot and sultry but liable to change suddenly to
squall rendering navigation difficult
Dolomite a name applied to a limestone contain
ing appreciable magnesium also the mineral
dolomite a double carbonate of magnesium
and calcium
Dolphin, an ocean mammal of the whale order
from 6 to 8 ft long with a long sharp snout
and of an active disposition They abound in
most temperate seas and swim m shoals A
few species live in large rivers (Ganges and
Amazon) They can cruise for lone periods at
around 15 knots and produce bursts of speed in
the region of 20 knots the water apparently
flowing smoothly past then- bodies Dolphins
are some of the most intelligent of mammals
and are currently the subject of scientific expen
rnents hi communication
Dome a large cupola hemispherical m form rising
over the main building of a cathedral or other
prominent structure The finest existing dome,
that of the Pantheon at Borne is also the oldest
dating from the tune of the Emperor Hadrian.
It is 142 ft m diameter and about the same m
height The dome of St Peter s in the same
city has a double shell is 330 ft high and
140 ft m diameter The dome of the cathedral
at Florence is 139 ft m diameter and 310 ft
high and that of St Pauls London has 3
shells and is 112 ft in diameter and 21& ft high
The circular reading room of the British Museum
has a dome 140 ft in diameter and is 106 ft
high Malta s Mosta dome Is also famous.
Domesday Book is the famous register of the lands
of England framed by order of William the
Conqueror According to Stowe the name was
derived from Demius den the name of the place
where the book was deposited m Winchester
Cathedral though by others it is connected
with doom in the sense of judgment Its com
pilation was determined upon in 1084 in order
that William might compute what he considered
to be due to him in the way of tax from bis sub
jects. William sent Into each county commis-
sioners to make survey They were to inquire
the name of each place the possessor how many
hides of land were hi the manor, how many
ploughs were in demesne how many homagers,
villeins cottars serving men tree tenants, and
tenants in soccage how much wood meadow
and pasture the number of mills and fish
ponds what had been added to or taken away
from the place what was the gross value at the
time of Edward the Confessor So minute was

